Denver, Colo. Apr. 14th 1890

Prof. C. C. March

Dear Sir,

At the suggestion of Mr. Mr. Eastwood of the "Taylor Museum" of this City I write you concerning a specimen of jade stone which has been in my possession for some twenty years. Mr. Eastwood pronounces it the finest specimen of jade that he ever saw. It is in the nature of a seal and weighs some seven pounds. There are impressions taken from the face with pointers ink. Some years ago I sent an impression to Prof. S. Wells Williams of Yale and received two letters from him concerning it and giving me a translation of the characters. Unfortunately these letters were loaned to a party and lost.

I do not know if Prof. Williams is still alive or if I can get another translation from some Chinese scholar. Can you help me to a solution? If you should feel at all interested
in this rare specimen I can give you a more minute description of it together with its history so far as I know it.

Send me a directed envelope.

With regards
I am Very Truly Yours

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Seal with following inscription
Treasury of the House
Kenyen-do

Kenyen-do = name of storehouse